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1. What does the Government mean by industrial strategy, and what does the private 
sector want from one? 
 
The principle of an industrial strategy is correct and it builds on the pledge of the 
Coalition Government to ‘rebalance’ the UK economy away from over reliance on 
particular sectors (such as finance and banking) and current wealth creating regions 
such as London and the south east. Such a strategy would need to consider how 
proposals for devolution compliment what UK Plc is seeking to achieve and how tax 
retention and hypothecation could contribute to these goals. The strategy, then, 
needs to be about integrated and joined up approaches to policy across government: 
this also includes economic drivers such as the NHS (ensuring the health and 
wellbeing of the workforce) and skills supply through training and education. 
 
 
2. How interventionist in the free market should Government be in implementing an 
industrial strategy, for example in preventing foreign takeovers of UK companies? 
 
A considered approach is needed in these matters; such as when the new Prime 
Minister ordered a review of Chinese involvement in Hinkley. There is no one ‘right’ 
answer: foreign takeovers could provide investment and research and development 
capital/expertise which may become more vital in the lead up to and following ‘Brexit’. 
A blanket prevention approach could result in damaging protectionism implications for 
international trade at such a sensitive time. 
 
More rigorous case by case approaches could consider impacts on supply chains and 
communities (e.g. Tata Steel) and national security (for which Tata also had 
implications for Armed Forces procurement). Consideration for and assistance to UK 
private sector solutions to investment in for some businesses would be welcome, or 
an investment dividend if there is a foreign takeover of a business to ensure 
replication or diversification of success elsewhere. 
 
Overall, the issue is one of creation and maintenance of markets; not necessarily 
where a business is based although (without alternative investment) a region which is 
heavily reliant on one business or industry would be decimated without a planned and 
alternative approach. 
 
For Cornwall, it is instructive that there was a ‘shake out’ of major businesses in the 
recessions of the 1970s through to the 1990s. Capital mobility was in terms of 
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business owners wanting to be closer to markets and a larger pool of skilled labour 
rather than necessarily being driven by foreign takeovers. The Strategic Economic 
Plan of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly LEP seeks to address this historic impact 
through (a) focusing on Cornish driven assets for business growth and (b) developing 
inter/national markets through (c) the best use of infrastructure investment resulting 
from 20 years of EU and matched funded intervention. Through its devolution deal, 
Cornwall Council is seeking to improve both internal transportation mode connectivity 
and links outside of the region.  
 
These are important principles for delivering a more sustainable economy. 
 
3. What lessons can be learnt from: 

• Previous governments' industrial strategies? 
• Other countries' attempts to develop industrial strategies? 

 
UK industrial strategy can be wrongly linked to support for ‘lame duck’ businesses in 
the 1960s and 1970s. In fact; from the 1960s to the 1990s there were also various 
unsuccessful approaches to devolution that sought to develop economies through 
regional policy. Unlike these earlier approaches; LEPs and their partnership with local 
authorities is largely based on realistic regions linked to economic and labour market 
activity and scope and opportunity for new economies. 
 
Promoting competition and co-operation with and between LEP regions is a successful 
model that allows flexible relationships between places that would not otherwise have 
worked together because of non- geographical proximity. For Cornwall and the Isles of 
Scilly, this is also linked to its successful utilisation and connection to anchor 
institutions (and the development of them through EU and other funding) for 
economic growth. The University and Innovation Centres promote inter Firm 
networking and innovation. This is vital to ensure that research and development 
capacity is increased, as it is only 0.21% of GDP compared to 1.85% in the UK 
(2013); partly because of a lack of capacity amongst smaller businesses and micros, 
partly because of a lack of larger Firms based in Cornwall with a dedicated R&D 
capacity in Cornwall. 
 
In short, a number of nations have an ‘industrial strategy’. South Korea, for example, 
links theirs to specific support for a sector. The UK needs to link industrial strategy to 
the issue of devolution with a unique approach based on long term priorities for the 
economy and its sectoral and regional diversification. Included in this will need to be a 
focus on getting people to work and the approach that Cornwall will take under its 
devolution deal to integrate public transport more closely with commuter demand. 
Further digitisation and connectivity of rural areas will reduce the need to travel and 
‘equalise’ economic opportunities between regions. 
 
 
4. What tensions exist between the objectives of an industrial strategy and the 
objectives of other policies, and how should the Government address these tensions? 
 
Cornwall Council and Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly LEP have ensured that there is a 
joined up approach to ‘industrial strategy’ in the region. This includes the evolution 
and application of a Construction Strategy that seeks to ensure a skills supply to 
support future planned growth; and a Culture strategy which utilises brand and 
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opportunity (such a broadband investment for digitisation) to grow this part of the 
economy.  
These examples illustrate that skills are the essential element of building a successful 
economy and this needs to be acknowledged in any industrial strategy. 

 
One tension may be the cost of education and the consequence of student debt. This 
may not necessarily be an issue for young people making choices about their future at 
18; but could be a deterrent for older people, with competing demands on their 
resources, considering a return to education or retraining. 

 
It appears that previous, recent attempts to construct an ‘industrial strategy’ have 
acknowledged the important elements of a successful UK Plc economy but not how 
they may be integrated to support cross sectoral innovation and growth 
 
5. What are the pros and cons of an industrial strategy adopting a sectoral approach? 

• Should the Government proactively seek to ‘pick winners’? 
• What criteria should be used to identify which sectors are supported? 
• Should the Government prop up traditional industries that it considers to be in 

the national interest? 
• If not a sectoral approach, should the industrial strategy have a broader 

objective, such as improving productivity? 
 
Government should not pick ‘winners and losers’, but it is appropriate for LEP regions 
to prioritise opportunity sectors and develop strategy accordingly. Government’s role 
should be to ensure that regulation and incentive is sufficiently joined up; for 
example, the threat of charging business rates on self-owned PV solar installations 
over 50Mw which can act as a deterrent to both growth in this sector and business 
overall. 
 
It may not be an issue of which specific sectors should be supported; rather what 
their potential is in supporting one another to build a successful economy (for 
example; agriculture, manufacturing and technology) and what ‘support’ would look 
like. Clearly, areas such a defence procurement and agriculture support the national 
interest in different ways: from ensuring defence and deterrence through to the ability 
to feed our growing population and managing/protecting the environment as the basis 
for all human activity and economic inspiration. 
 
Selling success to foreign investment can be counter-productive unless there is a 
commitment to investment and diversification. Increasing productivity is an important 
objective which is at the heart of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly economic strategy; 
but there needs to be recognition that this also links to factors of wellbeing. Longer 
hours do not produce greater productivity. These are developed through stronger and 
transferable skills sets, facilitating links between sectors (skills and secondments) and 
supporting people through a flexible welfare system through a longer lifetime of work 
(ensuring that the work/life/caring balance is correct). In this way, the scope of an 
effective industrial strategy can be quite wide. 
 
It is important to understand that some sectors can become competitive with short 
term Government intervention. Any industrial strategy would need to have an 
objective as to why intervention is a valuable too. For example: 

• Support for sector (a) could encourage growth of sector (b) 
• To match/exceed support that foreign competitors may be getting 
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• To address another area of policy (for example skills mismatch, increasing 
productivity through a sector focused approach, encouraging domestic 
consumption of goods and services). 

 
This last point is probably significant as simultaneously developing new markets while 
addressing consumption of foreign goods and services through a UK focused strategy 
will be an important, but delicate, balance in addressing issues such as the balance of 
payments. Low interest rates have been a device to induce spending, but to what 
end? 
 
6. Should the industrial strategy have a geographical emphasis? 

• How should an industrial strategy link with devolution initiatives aimed at 
devolving taxation and decision making away from Westminster? 

• What examples are there of interventions from central Government that have 
successfully supported economic growth away from London and the South East 
of England? 

• How should the industrial strategy work with local authorities and Local 
Economic Partnerships, reconciling a U.K.-wide strategy and local, regional and 
devolved nations' priorities? 

 
As referred to in previous answers; any industrial strategy has to be linked to the role 
of LEPs and the pace of devolution to natural regions that are achieving success (such 
as Cornwall). Currently, there is small room for manoeuvre in terms of business rate 
devolution where the ability to raise tax for hypothecated purposes is constrained. 
Consideration also needs to be given to taxation raised and within the context of 
historic fair funding driven by factors such as rurality and the choices people make 
about where they live in the country. 
 
Asymmetrical devolution and Enterprise Zones are two examples of how Government 
has progressed toward rebalancing the economy away from London and the south 
east. However, regional policy needs to ensure that there is planned growth between 
economic development and housing away from these regions to reduce the pressure 
on them. Enterprise Zones have been useful tools in stimulating activity around 
anchor assets and opportunities. 
 
Connectivity is a major element of this and features in relation to the ‘Northern 
Powerhouse’ and the ‘Midlands Engine’, where improvements in strategic transport 
performance and speed can increase GVA above the national average. All these areas 
benefit, however, from their proximity to London and their ‘reasonable time’ transport 
links. Cornwall is still over four hours away from London by train (for example): 
therefore digitisation of the economy, broadband speeds and connectivity and 
application through training and support is vital. Increasing the economic performance 
of already well performing areas is understood but does not reach all of the UK.  
 
The digital economy is one of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly ‘smart specialisation’ 
priority areas of activity. The sector has grown strongly, by 60% in the period 2009-
13. 
 
Despite the introduction of an EU funded broadband programme that has had a 
successful impact on business growth; there is still the risk of digital non connectivity 
because of wider deprivation within Cornwall. Start up and running costs are relatively 
significant for business; and a ‘manual’ approach to business administration is a way 
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of reducing early costs. Issues include developing markets and potential for their 
product or service, business skills (including protecting intellectual property), keeping 
up with the pace of change in digital technology, access to affordable but specialist 
equipment, access for businesses in deep rural areas ‘beyond the fibre footprint’. 
 
Regions like Cornwall can grow employment through sectors such as ICT/media and 
marketing/branding linked to a strong regional brand and development of supply 
chains. Government needs to ensure that digital bureaucracy for sectors such as 
farming is introduced sympathetically. An industrial strategy, therefore, would need to 
address the streamlining of Government department relationships with all business 
(including small and micro) as well as ensuring that the right advice is found in the 
right place. The strategy would need to cover all aspects of infrastructure and provide 
a framework for practical tools such as how to open up markets for business to 
access. 
 
While Neighbourhood Plans have been a useful tool to encourage community 
participation; the Local Plan process which it contributes to is not devolved to local 
authorities. Cornwall Council and the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP worked 
successfully to ensure a Local Plan that was right for Cornwall; but ultimately both the 
business and wider community are sceptical of a system where the elected local 
authority (advised by the LEP) does not have the final say on development. 
 
An industrial strategy suggests the need for an integrated national plan to focus on 
the inter-relationship and regional opportunities of significant infrastructure delivery 
such as Hinckley and HS2. Such projects can impact on the capacity of construction 
firms to deliver regeneration locally. In addition, such a strategy would need to 
articulate and develop how major national infrastructure investment could support 
supply chain activity in regions and localities. 
 
For Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, the creative and digital industries have become 
increasingly important to the success of individual businesses and the wider economy 
due to the growth in online services and markets. A supply of skilled labour is needed 
to grow technology companies as well as supporting the digitisation of more 
traditional businesses. Issues typical to this sector (but not exclusive in the Cornwall 
and Isles of Scilly region) include multiple job holding and managing and bidding for 
contracts. 
 
Therefore, an industrial strategy needs to consider the relationship between ongoing 
education, skills and employment (including affordability of education, motivation and 
pressures) but these are the sort of issues that need to be ‘bottom up’. 
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